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Ch. 5. (10 points) Gregorian Chant.

1. Transcribe the following chant into modem notation, including text and slurs over
meHsrnas. Choose a key which will be comfortable for a skilled choir singing in
unison or at the octave. (Please omit Solesmes signs when setting.)

(5 points)

TI
LI Nte luci- ferum géni-tus, * t ante saécu1a, Do

E Zz E:1k :: .i

ml- ntis Salvá-tor nOster hócli- e m’indo appáru- it.

2. What is the mode of the chant in question 1’? (1 point)

3. I)escribe the structure of the Introit at mass. (1 point)

4. Give the names of the three neumes below. (3 points)

a. b. c.

1.

Ch6. (15 points) Hymnody.

1. Write out the numerical representation of. and give the commonly used
abbreviation for these poetic meters: (2 points)

a. Short Meter

b. Common Meter



2. For each of the incipits below, name the tune, the poetic meter, and a common
text. (4 points)
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3. What is the Genevan Psalter? (1 point)

4. Name one composer who wrote music for the Genevan Psalter. (1 point)

5. She was a renowned translator of hymn texts into English; lived 1827-1878; the
Lyra German/ca is one of her works. Name her. (1 point)

6. a. Name the foundational theologian (and hymn writer) of the German
Reformation.

b. Name a text that he wrote or adapted directly from scripture.

c. Name a text that he adapted directly from Gregorian chant.
(3 points)

7. Name one hymn text written by Isaac Watts. (1 point)

8. Name two prominent composers of hymns from the last fifty years. Choose
composers of classical-style hymnody, not praise or contemporary song.

(2 points)
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